
Thersites 

My  pedagogic  friend  Thersites  has  been  considering  the new methods of teaching classics and  lamenting 
the loss of the  disconnected, meaningless  sentence  as the  main medium  of learning. After all,  when one 
actually  faces it, most Latin and Greek appears to be a collection of disconnected, meaningless  sentences.  
What  one now  gets are  continuous, 'culturally  authentic' stories  about  bores called  Caecilius,  Sextus  
and  Dikaiopolis,  who seem frightfully  keen on politics, slaves, business  and the status of women (as if 
the  ancients  could  have given a tupenny brass farthing for any of those but the first). But were not those  
dear  old sentences  equally  'authentic', if one could but establish  a meaningful  context? So Thersites 
looked up his  old  friend  H.  G. Underhill   M.A.  and  together  they devised the following scenario (as 
they called it, with a shudder) for a revival of the old methods  in the thrusting '80's. 
 

Queen meets sailor 
 
Scene:  a  rose-garden  (very authentic: see Omnibus  6 on Roman  Gardens), near a beach. It contains  
various exotic beasts (e.g. lions, goats, ravens, elephants and oxen), many of whom have undiagnosed  
ailments.  A ship heaves to and Socrates disembarks (pursued by a dolphin) with a sailor, a judge (holding 
an ear) and a steward. A queen strolls into view, with slave and  dog. They at once plunge into a 
sophisticated, allusive  and  highly  characteristic  con versation   (*  indicates   one  of  H.  G.  Underhill   
M.A.'s original sentences (Easy exercises in Greek Accidence), possibly slightly modified in tense or person): 
Slave (he rubs the black dog's ears with medicine*): Do you admire the beauty of _the two graceful dolphins?* 
Queen: No, but  I have often  admired  the  goat's  graceful body*, except when it is pursuing the black 
ravens into the temples•.Hail-o, sailor.(She gives him a rose*). 
Sailor: Hail-o,  0 queen.  You have beautiful  roses*. Your cheeks too are fine*.  
Queen: Watch it, dearie. 
Socrates: We happy sailors have fared well on the voyage*. And  now  we have  come  to  plant  beautiful   
trees  in  the garden*. But  why are  all the elephants moving their  (say 'the') great ears?* 
Queen  (she rubs  the  feet  and  knees  of  the  elephant  with medicine*):  Because the elephant  has a pain in 
the teeth*. The teeth of the dolphins also are terrible*. 
Steward (after a quick inspection): Too true. May you never have a pain in the teeth, o queen•. The king's 
black soldiers never  have  toothache*.  Actually,  the  dolphins  have  just pursued Socrates out of the water*. 
Queen: Their reputation for intelligence is not unjustified. 
(The elephant suddenly trumpets in pain) 
Judge: What is the noise?*  
Steward  (pointing   at  Socrates,  wrapped  in  thought):  0 Socrates, you have been admiring the beauty of 
the echo for a long time*. 
Socrates: But what then? I'm hungry. 
Steward: The eggs, salt and milk are in the judge's basket*. I have hidden  six pieces of meat in the  water*. 
Hares  also are  useful*. But the  bones  will be troublesome  to the old men's teeth*. . 

Queen: What did you do on the island?"' 
Judge:   We  have  been   planting   beautiful   trees  on   the island*.   Socrates   has  been  loosening  the  
cloaks  of  the friendly citizens*.                                      , 
Queen: Has he just? And training them in virtue, no doubt? (*) 

Judge: For how not? 
Queen:  Who's  asking  the  questions  round  here?  0 that Socrates would plant many beautiful trees in this 
island!* 
Socrates:  Give me time  and  I may  plant  one on you,  0 queen. (Pointing to the judge) With  his axe he 
cuts off the hands and ears of the unjust witness.* 
 
A Latin scenario would be similar. There would be the same rose-garden, equally rich in assorted flora and 
fauna. A poet would be wandering about with his son Cassius (reading  a book),  a sailor and  token queen.  
A farmer's daughter would be hard at work in a nearby field. Over the way, Horatius would be keeping the 
bridge with a small boy called  Rullus  against   a  horde  of  Belgians  led  by Julius Caesar. Vercingetorix 
would be hovering menacingly in a ditch. The poet and  his entourage would remain  blissfully unaware of 
the bloodbath  washing around them;  Horatius, Rullus, Caesar and Vercingetorix would likewise remain 
wholly ignorant  of the idyll being enacted  in the adjacent scented bower. Thersites hardly needs to sketch 
the conversation. 

 

Bertie Wooster and Lara Ponenna 
 
What   is  so  striking   about   this  wonderful  world  is  its combination of  Wodehousian   innocence  and  
dream-like inconsequentiality. Not a cow goes unbedecked with flowers; not a farmer but praises the poetry 
of the girl; not a king who does not spend a large part of his presumably valuable time adorning  boars with 
crowns. Is there a workman?  Fear not, he will appease the slave with gifts. An inhabitant? He will avoid the 
water. A herald?  Rejoice and clap  your  hands,  for  he will, for  reasons  best  known  to himself,  shortly 



prepare  a spear,  and probably a long one, though  he will never actually tell us what  he does when he 
prepares  his spear,  let alone whether  the  preparation of a long one differs radically from that of a short 
one. The wolf will lie down with the lamb  and  the queen,  for all we can tell,  with the sailor. They  may 
even  start  doing  inventive things to each other  with roses, but if they  do, not a Whitehouse  will stir  in 
protest.  It is the  world before the Fall,  when there  is no cause for alarm  even if the judge is wounded  
with  an  arrow.  We can  guarantee that  he will shortly  pop  up  again  and  call  the  good  master  into  
the garden. Queens,  friends,  citizens,  generals, lions, judges, girls,  sailors,  Romulus  and  slaves,  all  of  
whom  may  be great,  wise, large, small, short,  brave, sorrowful, beautiful, sweet, pleasant  or few, alternately  
and  without  regard  for sex, colour  or creed ask,  attack, avoid, break, carry,  announce,  fortify,  guard,  
have, hide, lead, move, see, send, show,   slay,   teach   and   wound   boars,   towns,   soldiers, Remus,  
chariots, burdens, forests,  fish,  islands,  L.  Parsenna  of Clusium,  gifts, letters or each other,  by, with 
or from  (sometimes  to, for,  in or on account  of) the  swords, voices, spears,  arrows, hands,  beds, water, 
stones, tables or laws. 
 
It is no wonder that  ageing Regius Professors,  bowed down under the weight of their grave responsibilities, 
heavy teaching-load and  natural altruism, wish to return  to this magical, far-off world under the guise of 
bolstering falling standards. No doubt  it will be the same in three thousand years'  time  when  English  is  
a  'classical'   language   and students are asked to translate (into Worldspeak) sentences from the language 
of the '80's. What will they be? 
1. The  wicked hooligans  will have thrown  the  hard  seats onto the pitch. 
2. Why is the  grocer's  daughter smashing  the  sorrowful unions, o father? 
3. Would that the friendly pickets had stayed for four days! 
4. When  will the minister,  his wife having been divorced, marry the beautiful  secretary? 
5. The women on the common do not praise the missiles, o general… 
 
(At this point Thersites fell unaccountably silent (his friend H. G. Underhill  M.A. had long been asleep 
in the comfy chair) and  his eyes took on a distant look, as of one whose private  world  has  suddenly   
been  rudely  invaded.   So  I quickly disengaged the ms. and left. Thersites does try to be cynical, probing, 
gritty,  rasping  etc., like all those ghastly morons on The  Sunday  Times, but underneath he is just a big 
old softy. As I left, I saw that  his paper  Christmas  hat had slipped sideways and his glass of port was 
unfinished. It was obvious he was back in the land of dreams.) 
 
 

 

 


